Overall stable careers with medium-high earnings

Careers with open-ended full-time contracts and high earnings

Careers combining a mix of full and part-time work with medium-to-low earnings

Low-skilled part-time work and low-paid open-ended employment

Most prevalent sectors in each cluster:
- **High-level career**
  - Business services, Public administration
  - Health services, Business services

- **Mid-level career**
  - Sales and hotels, Extractive and manufacturing
  - Sales and hotels, Extractive and manufacturing

- **Low-level career**
  - Health services, Business services

- **Non-standard career**
  - Sales and hotels, Extractive and manufacturing

Gender distribution in each cluster:
- **Up to elementary**: 37% male, 63% female
- **Medium**: 52% male, 48% female
- **Higher**: 58% male, 42% female

% People with low, medium and high levels of education in each cluster:
- **Up to elementary**: 1, 3, 14, 22
- **Medium**: 53, 62, 70, 73
- **Higher**: 46, 35, 16, 5

% Employed in large companies:
- 41
- 32
- 30
- 25

% Employed in high-skilled occupations in each cluster:
- 92%
- 80%
- 41%
- 11%

% Workers aged 56+ in each cluster:
- 17%
- 12%
- 13%
- 15%